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Abstract: Over the past decade, cloud computing services become pervasive in the industrial field in order to enhance
the efficiency and reduce the TCO (Total Cost of Ownership). Virtual desktop infrastructure (VDI) provides the
computing environment to the client, where the host server delivers the video images encoded on the host server. The
client decodes the video images and then displays them on the screen. However, this scheme causes the heavy traffic
and increases an overhead on the host server due to the frequent memory access. In this paper, we propose a novel
method for reducing the network traffic and decreasing an overhead on the host server through the cyclic redundancy
check (CRC) comparison of each frame. Experimental result shows the feasibility of our proposal.
Keywords: VDI, VDI protocol, Zero Client, Cloud Computing, Cyclic Redundancy Check.
I. INTRODUCTION
As cloud computing services become pervasive, vendors are offering rich features supported by cloud-based
servers. But in this case, a client needs a high computing performance and the high network bandwidth utilization to
guarantee the high quality of cloud service. Furthermore, an overhead is increased on the host server due to the frequent
memory access and data transmission. In terms of a zero client, Virtual Desktop Infrastructure (VDI) protocol is required
between the host server and the client as a zero client has a fewer computing resource compared to the conventional
clients such as smart hand held devices [1-2]. Our key idea is reducing the raw bitmap size through a novel VDI protocol
thanks to redundancy between the past frame and the current frame.
In the cloud computing service, the VDI is a technique for running desktop operating systems and applications
inside Virtual Machines (VMs) that reside on the host server, where VDI protocol is responsible for high availability
service of cloud computing [3].

Figure 1. Overview of the cloud computing service
Figure 1 shows the overview of cloud computing service. Users access virtual machine remotely using VDI
through network. Since the operating systems and applications are supervised centrally at the host server, clients are
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allowed to gain better management and security over their clients without degrading the user experience on traditional PC
environments [4]. In cloud environments, several kinds of virtual machines are hosted on the same physical server as
infrastructure [5]. Thin clients are light, easy to use and consume low power as compared to traditional PC and solution
with lower total cost [6]. Arumaithuraiet. al. proposed the multiple thin client connections which run through a
middlebox to the data server to provide preferential enhance quality of experience (QoE) [7]. Also, a scheduler-based
screen update transmission was proposed [8]. When congestion is detected, the server applies a scheduling to treat all
pending updates for reducing the network traffic.
In this paper, we propose the screen data transmission methodology supporting zero cloud computing services.
The main contributions of this paper are the reduced network traffic by using the cyclic redundancy check (CRC) and
verification of the methodology with the software realization.
II. CRC BASED FRAME COMPRESSION
In order to implement the cloud computing service on portable devices, the VDI is the essential technology for
various screen sizes. Among the input and output signals of virtual desktop, the screen data accounts large portion of the
network load. When the host server transmits screen data to the virtual desktop, we can achieve the decreased network
burden by judging the change of screen data. In this sequences, it requires a number of encoding for high quality of
service (QoS) The CPU on the host server converts the successive screen data into the form of frames or sub blocks, and
compares with the previous screen data. If there are no differences between same frames, the hostserver transmits
„remaining‟ signal to the zero client. On the other hand, the host server encodes changed screen data, and the zero client
receives the image data which needs to be decoded on zero client.
Then, this method is more efficient compared with transmitting whole of screen data on host server. Our system
compares the difference of the current and previous frames by using CRC, which is commonly used to test the integrity
of the process in data transmission or data compression, due to its good error detection and amenability to fast encoding
and decoding implementations on hardware [9]. Moreover, adoption of CRC reduces computing power and memory
access of the server.
III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In order to show the benefit of our proposal, we selected a portable document file (PDF), which is frequently
used application on usual desktop computer, for analysis. Every screen data is 30 seconds long and the resolution is
640×480. To simulate reading documents in zero client, a PDF format document is scrolled to the end of file.
Figure 2 shows the flow of the analysis which includes computation for changed frames and calculation total
traffic. Height and width size of video are extracted in order to determine the size of sub block. Every frame of sample
video is stored into the structural data. Divided frame is compared with previous frame. If there is any difference with
previous frame, its difference data is stored into structural data refers as „frame diff‟. In previous stage, divided frames
are not separated by the color. RGB color difference calculation is conducted, respectively. After RGB difference
computation, with using logical OR operation, RGB differences are operated with „frame diff‟.
Then, merged data is stored into new structural data refers as „merge diff‟. Every sub block is compared with
previous frame‟s sub block. „HD‟ is the number of horizontally divided blocks. Also, „VD‟ is the number of vertically
divided blocks. Then, the number of sub blocks is defined with the multiplication of HD and VD and the size of sub
block is sample video resolution over the number of sub blocks. Detection for changed sub block and frame is computed
as same way as RGB differences. Every sub block is compared with previous sub block and detect changed frames.
Then, count the number of sub blocks which needs to be re-transmitted from host server. Finally, the total workload,
which indicates the network traffic, is calculated with the sum of merge diff, sub block size, and bits for pixels. Figure 3
illustrates the network workload analysis result of PDF. When the sub block size decreases, the network workload also
decreases. As a result, without considering the overhead of the network transmission, the network traffic is decreased
with our frame transmission method.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
This paper presented the way to realize VDI for zero-client cloud computing with variation of block size.
Experimental results demonstrated that the proposed cyclic redundancy check based comparison of each frame can
reduce the network traffic for cloud computing. As dividing screen into small sub blocks, the workload for screen
transmission decreased. Our results showed that transmitting changed frame is better way for networkcompared to
transmitting entire screen data. The cloudcomputing needs high QoS for data transmission. With proposed method, we
expect that low network traffic can be achieved by adapting on VDI protocol for zero client computing.
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Figure 2. Workload analysis flow

Figure 3. Network workload analysis result
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